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Abstract
Microstructural transition has been recognised as a ubiquitous feature of rapid solidification more or less f rom the outset but progress in the
interpretation of such behaviour has been limited until relatively recentlv. The present contribution reviews this recent progress ln understanding
based on comparison of quantitative predictions with experimental observations made under conditions of rapid sotidificalion that were well-
controlled and well-characterized. lt is concluded that, while the extent of agreement between prediction and observation is encouraging so far,
further progress will depend on the continued acquisition of definitive experimental information to provide critical tests of theory whereho useful
mea su reme nts presently exi s L

Riassunto
La transizione microstrutturale è stata riconosciuta come caratteristica onnipresente della solidificazione rapida sin dall'inizio; tuttavia, fino a poco
tempo fa, i progressi nell' nterpretazione di tale fenomeno sono stati limitati. ll presente lavoro riesamina il progresso recente nella comprensione
basata sul conf ronto tra le previsioni quantitative e le osservazloni sperimentali effettuate in condizioni di solidificazione rapida attentamente
controllate e caratterizzate. Gli Autori concludono sostenendo che, benché la misura dell'accordo tra previsione e osservazione sia incoraggiante,
il progresso ulteriore dipenderà dall'acquisizione continua di informazioni sperimentali definitive, allo scopo di fornire test critici della teorià
laddove attualmente non esistono misurazioni utili.

1. lntroduction

Rapid solidification is now well established as the basis
of several types of processing route to achieve

i) constitutional change and/or microstructural
refinement with associated improvements in
processability and properties,

ii) more economical production of certain product
forms such as thin strip or ribbon, filament or fibre,
flake or powder, billet preform or a treated surface.

The term rapid solidification can evidently be applied to
any process that results in rapid formation of solid (1)
and a range of technologies is now available for this
purpose including high rate electro-, plasma, sputter-or
vapour deposition as well as raptd solidification f rom
the melt. Rapid solidification from the melt has
received the most attention to date because it can be
quite readily achieved with relatively simple equipment
(at least on the laboratory-scale) while being rather
widely applicable (especially to metallic materials).

Some constitutional/microstructural effects of rapid
solidification that are well-known in metallurgy and
materials science include :

a) the grey to whrte transition in cast irons,

b) chill modification of aluminium-silicon alloys, and

c) glass formation in oxide systems.

ln each case the effect requires a critical cooling rate or
front velocity to be exceeded during solidification, the
magnitude of which is sensitive to material
composition. Both (a)and (c)can be modelled
essentially in terms of the kinetics of nucleation and
growth from the melt of the crystalline phases involved
while some key features of (b) remain to be completely

defined. One of the early triumphs of rapid solidifrcation
was to show that glass formation could occur even in
metallic materials (2) provided that the cooling rate was
rapid enough to suppress the very effective
crystallization processes that normally head off glass
formation from metallic melts. Rapid solidification also
gives rise to formation of new nonequilibrium
crystalline (3) and quasicrystalline phases and to
extensions of solid solubility in equilibrium crystalline
phases. Ouasicrystallinity (4), after metallic glass
formation, is the second major discovery to stem from
rapid solidification research since its inception as a
major activity in the 1960s. Extension of solid solubility
by rapid solidification has been known at least since the
1940s (5-7) though progress in modelling and predicting
this effect has been limited untiì quite recently.

Experimental facts concerning such constitutional and
associated microstructural effects of rapid solidification
generally centre on arrays oî threshold phenomena e.g.
critical levels of cooli ng rate/sample thickness/d roplet
size above or below which a specific effect tends to
occur. Examples (8, 9)are given in Figures 1 and2.

Such observations, though of immense practical value,
are of only limited use as a basis for testing theoretical
predictions which generally require a knowledge of
pa ra meters such as g rowth tem peratu relu ndercool i ng/
concentration or f ront velocity. Examples (10-13) of
results presented in this second form are given in
Figures 3 and 4, and require experiments to be carried
out under condìtions in which the internal variable, front
velocity, is directly coupled to the external variable,
such as withdrawal velocity in Bridgman-type
directional solidification (10, 1 1) or beam traverse
velocity in electron beam or laser surface melting (12,
13).
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Fig. 1 - Constitution of Al-Ge alloys as a function of estlmated cooling rate during

solidification. From (B),

Fig. 2 - Fraction amorphous as a funclion of droplet diameter for two glassJorming Pd-Si

alloys. From (9).

One goal of the application of theory to rapid
solidification is to be able to predict the conditions
necessary to generate a particular microstructure in a
particular material i.e. the phases (glassy,
quasicrystalline or microcrystalline) that will be present,
their composition, volume fraction, dimensions and
disposition (e.9. primary or eutectic)within the
microstructure. The present article is an assessment of
how far towards that goal we have progressed over the
last decade or so. The article concentrates on modelling
of microstructures conta i n i ng pri ma ri ly crysta I I i ne
phases since progress in modelling glass formation has
been reviewed repeatedly before e.g. (14-17) while
modelling of the requirements for formation of
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Fig. 3 - Constitution and structure of (a) Al-Fe (1 0) and (b) Pd-Cu-Si (1 1 ) alloys as a function of

alloy composition and solidification f ront velocity V up to 1 0 or 50 mm/s as determined by
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quasicrystalline phases is still at the earliest stage of
development (18).

2. Formation of solid solutions

A crucial consideration in the formation of rapidly-
sol id if ied m icrostructu r es is co m position of the
constituent phases. Conventional phase diagrams
display the limiting composition ranges of phases and
phase mixtures that are obtainable under equilibrium
conditions and classical work in alloy chemistryby
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Fig. 4 - Constitution and structure of (a) Ag-Cu (1 2) and ib) AlMn (1 3) alloys as a function of
alloy composition and scan velocity as determined by elecîron beam (1 2) or laser i1 3) suface
traverse melting,

Hume-Rothery et al (19) rationalised phase
compositions and extents of solid solubility under such
conditions in terms of relative atomic sizes and
electrochem ical characteristics of the constituent
atomic species. Hume-Rothery et al concluded that
sufficiently large differences in atomic size and
electrochemicaI characteristics resulted in a limited
extent of solid solubility and, following the lead of
Darken and Gurry (20), two parameter plots of atomic
size against, for example, electronegativity or heat of
solution, have been employed repeatedly le.g.l21-271)
to identify ranges of these two parameters within
which extensive equilibrium solid solubility in a given
solvent is found to occur. Similar plots have been
employed also to identify the parametric ranges within
which extensive nonequilibrium solid solubility is found
(e.9. [28-31]) and outside which, for example, formation
of a glassy phase may replace the crystalline solid
solution (e.9. 132-341). While such plots are of potential
value for pinpointing solute elements that, although
they show limited equilibrium solid solubility, might
exhibit extensive solid solubility under sufficiently
extreme conditions of nonequilibrium processing (e.g.

rapid solidification), they are not generally capable of
predicting the outcome of particular experimental
conditions of processing.

Firmer limits to the possible outcome of particular
conditions can be determined by appropriate
application of thermodynamics. The importance of the
To temperature of a solid phase (at which the f ree
energies of liquid and the solid phase of the same
composition are equal) in defining the minimum
undercooling required to form the solid phase free of
segregation from melt of the same composition is now
widely recognised. One implication (35, 36) is that for a
system in which To plunges steeply (Figure 5b) it is
thermodynamically impossible to form the solid phase
free of segregation f rom melts of concentration
exceeding that defined by the plunging To. lt may still
be possible, of course, in this melt concentration range,
to form, segregation-f ree, a different solid phase of
higher To, the other possibility being formation of a
glassy phase (37). The extended liquidus and solidus
curves of the solid phase under consideration are also
important in determining, respectively, the minimum

Vot. 7 t1l (198s)
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undercooling required to form the solid phase f rom
melt'of composition such that a different solid phase
would form initially under equilibrium conditions, and
the melt composition beyond which " solute trapping "
(see below) is required for further extension of solid
solubility (this arises when the equilibrium or extended
solidus displays a retrograde 112,38,391). Once again,
prediction oi Ihe actualoutcome of particular conditions
is not generally possible by such an approach based on
thermodynamic considerations alone.

Further progress along the path towards predicting
actual outcomes for specified conditions inevitably
m ust i nvolve krnetic considerations. Theoretical
treatments of three interrelated phenomena which
bear on the formation of solid solutions from alloy melts
undergoing rapid solidification have proved to be
particularly useful of late for predictive purposes:

i) the stabilization of a " planar " interface at suff iciently
high solidification f ront velocity V (absolute stability)

ii) the tendency of the solute partition coefficient k
operative at the solidification f ront to tend towards
unity (i.e. no solute partitioning) at sufficiently high V
(solute trapping), and

iii) the growth of cells, dendrites and eutectic under
conditions approaching the limits of absolute
stabllity and of eutectic growth.

Accomplishments of the application of theoretical
treatments of these phenomena include predictions of :

a) the velocity for formation of segregation-f ree solid,
as a function of alloy concentration Co

b) tip temperature and solid composition in high
velocity cellular or dendritic growth as a function of
Co and V

c) characteristic cell and dendrite spacings as a

function of Co and V, and

d) a limiting condition for eutectic growth at high V.

3. Gonditions for formation of
segregation-f ree solid

Segregation{ree solidification of an alloy melt can
result either when steady state planar growth has been
established or when the operative solute partition
coefficient k is unity. Planar growth from an alloy melt is
stabilized at low velocity by absence of constitutional
supercooling given by a condition of the form (40)

V<V": GD/^T. (1)

where G is temperature gradient, D is diffusivity of
solute in the melt and ATo is alloy freezing range at alloy
concentration Co given by

ATo: ;n6o (1 - k)ik (21

where m is the liquidus slope and k the operative solute
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partition coefficient. lmposition of conditions of growth
that satisfy eqn. (1) is well-established to eliminate the
lateral microsegregation associated with cellular or
dendritic solidification at V>V". Mullins and Sekerka
(41) were the f irst to predict that planar growth could
also be stabilized at high velocity, in this case by
capillarity, predicting a condition of the type

V)Vu:AToD/kl-:mCo(1 -k)D/k2T (3)

where l-: o/AS, the ratio of solid-liquid interfacial f ree
energy o to entropy of melting AS. The validity of this
prediction has not been tested untilvery recently. Table
1 shows two sets of results, forAg-Cu (12)and forAl-
Mn (13). Agreement between predicted V" and
observed velocity Vo for segregation free solidification
is within a factor of 3 for Ag-Cu and of 7 for Al-Mn.

Better agreement has been obtained for Ag-Cu by
identifying the observed Vo with the predicted
maximum velocity V. of dendritic or cellular growth
(42), but the lower value this gives would only tend to
increase the difference between observed and
predicted critical velocities for Al-Mn. Such
comparisons, however, are entirely dependant on the
values assumed for k, m and D, so that, for example, a
change in the value of k for Mn in Al from 0.7 to 0.4
would effectively eliminate the difference between
observed V. and predicted V".

Several models (39, 43-45) of the atomistics of
attachment to an advancing freezing front predict a

functional relationship between k and V of the general
form (36):

t' tt' r a"V/D)/(1 + aoV/D) (41K-\Ko-

where ko is the equilibrium partition coefficient and ao is
the interatomic jump distance from liquid to solid. For
typical values of ko, ao and D, equation (4) predicts a
fairly steep rise in k from ko to unity over a relatively
narrow range of V in the range 'l to 1O m/s.

Experimental confirmation of the precise form of the
relationship between k and V is presently restricted to
solutes in Si (47-52) and Ge (53) (Figure 6) and progress
continues to be made towards improving the fit
between such measurements and theoretical models
(51,54,55).
A notable feature of equation (4) is that D/ao represents
a velocity V,, at which k : (k" + 1l/2, characteristic of the
range of V in which k is moving steeply towards unity.
For a sufficiently dilute alloy, V" from equation (3) will be
significantly less than V, so that segregation-free
solidification is then limited by Vu (i.e. by absolute
stability) rather than by V.. Since Vu increases with
increased level of alloying, the possibility arises that
segregation-free solidification can be limited by V, (i.e.
by solute trapping) at sufficiently high Co. This transition

TABLE I - Predicted velocity V" for absolute stability compared with
observed velocity V" for segregation-free solidification in Ag-Gu (121
and Al-Mn (13) alloys.

T'

l

Alloy System Alloy concentration
wtToCu or Mn m/s m/s

Ag-Cu" 0.1 5 0.25 0.6

0.50.6 1.27

o.6t2.o 2.29 0.3/0.9

Al-Mn+ 6.80.5 0.036 0.0053

5.11.0 0.058 0.0102

3.92.0 0.080 0.0204

3.23.0 0.1 00 0.0306

Vot.7 [1] (1989)

0.0469 a14.6 0.176

* k=0.41, m- -6.Bllwt%,f =1.41 x 10 7 mKand D:1.5 x 10 e m2ls
+ k=0.70,m- 0.75K|lok, T-1.08x'1 0 TmKand D:2.4x 10 em2/s



ko= 4x10 a

4

v (m/sec)

Flg, 6 - S0lute partition coefficient k as a function of growth ve ocity V for indium on different
orientations of si icon. From (49).

f rom limitation by absolute stability to that by solute
trapping will occur when Vu: Vt i.e. when (56)

co: cocRrr: k2l-lm(1 - k)ao (5)

The data in Table 1 together with ao : 0.5 nm (1 2)
predicts o CocRtr of 1íwfkAgfor tÉe Ag-Cu system, in
excellent accord with the experimental results in Figure
4a. which demonstrate control of segregation-free
solidification by absolute stability up to - 1Owt%Ag
and control by solute trapping at concentrations higher
lhan - 15wt%Ag. While Figure 4a appears to be the
only explicit confirmation of this control transition
reported to date, the principle it demonstrates can be
usefully applied to other alloy systems. The data in
Taple_1 for Al-Mn, for example, predicts
Cocntr t 100wt%Mn for Al-Mn indicating that absolute
stability controls formation of segregation-f ree solid at
all concentrations in this system. The applicable data
forAl-Fe (k:0.038, m:3.9llwto/oand l-:1 x 1O-7 Km
[56]), however, predicts à Coc*'t of 0.O8wt%Fe for this
system, indicating that solute trapping controls
formation of segregation-free solid at all concentrations
except for the extremely dilute. This expìains
convincingly, for the first time, why extension of solid
solubility occurs comparatively readily in the Al-Mn

system (V" is no more than - 0.1 m/s at several percent
Mn) while observation of formation of segregation-f ree
solid is so rare (57) for similar percentages of Fe in Al-
Fe, requiring the much larger value of V, (perhaps
several m/s or more) to be exceeded. The reason for
the relatively low V, at all concentrations in Al-Mn is
notable and stems f rom its relatively narrow oAl
f reezing range and lower liquidus slope. The phase
diagram parameter m(1 - k)/k'z in equation (5) is thus
more than three orders of magnitude larger for Al-Fe
than Al-Mn giving rise to V" some thousands of times
larger for Al-Fe than for Al-Mn for the same alloying
percentage and to the very low value of Cocntr for the Al-
Fe system. The tendency to form relatively hard
microcellular solid solutions (58) under standard
conditions of rapid solidification in systems such as AI-
Fe, Al-Co and Al-Ni is a direct consequence. The
relatively soft (59) and segregation f ree solid solutions
formed in systems such as Al-Mn, Al-Cr and AlZr are
correspondingly a result of their relatively small oAl
freezing ranges and value of m(1 -kllk', which ensures
that Vu increases relatively slowly with increasing Co
and so never reaches V,.

The Ag-Cu, Al-Mn and Al-Fe systems thus illustrate
three types of behaviour with respect to formation of
segregation-free solid (Figure 7). Type I behaviour
(Figure 1a) as exemplified by Al-Mn with low liquidus
slope and narrow f reezing range, results in Vu <V, at all
Co so that formation of segregation-free solid is limited
by absolute stability at all Co. Type ll behaviour (Figure
1b), as shown by Ag-Cu with moderate oAg freezing
range, results in V"<V, up to some intermediate Co
beyond which solute trapping limits formation of
segregation-free solid. Type lll behaviour (Figure 1c) as
demonstrated by Al-Fe with very large f reezing range,
giving a steep rise in Vu on alloying, results in V,>Vu
except for extremely dilute alloys so that solute
trapping limits formation of segregation-free solid
except at extreme dilution, The very small values of k
and associated large ATo characteristic of typical
dopants in silicon and germanium will place such
systems very firmly into type lll so that solute trapping,
rather than absolute stability should limit segregation-
f ree solidification at any substantial level of alloying.

4. Gonditions at the tip during high
velocity cellular or dendritic growth

Standard conditions of rapid solidification tend to result
in cellular or dendritic microstructures which are to
some degree laterally-segregated rather than
segregation-f ree. A key consideration governing the
nature and extent of this (albeit fine-scale)
microsegregation is the concentration in the solid at the

M etal I u rg i cal Science and Tech nology



Fig. 7 - lllustrating three types of behaviour limiting formation of segregation-free solid as
exemplified by schematics of Va and Vr versus alloy concentration (a) type l, e.g. AllVn, in
which Va < Vi at all Co; (b) type I l, e.g, Ag-Cu, for which V" exceeds V, beyond some
intermediate value of Co, and (c) type I I I, e.g. Al-Fe, for wh ch^VÈ Va except for extrernely
dilute alloying. Absolute stabil ty rs 'imiring in {aJ 6p6 ut ,r g.cF - 

in (bl and icl wh le solute
faoping is l;miting beyond CocÌr ir {br and (c). F,or'(56).
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growing cell or dendrite tip, which is, in turn,
determined by the temperature of growth of this tip.

Recent developmenls 142,60, 61 ) in the theory of
dendritic growth in alloy melts allow the tip
temperature T,, tip concentration C. and tip radius R
to be predicted for dendritic and cellular growth as a
function of growth velocity and alloy concentration over
the range of velocities between V" and V". The fit
between measurements (62) and predictions (63) of
C" with increase of V up to V" for the Ag-15wt7oCu
alloy,is seen to be excellent (Figure B). Measurements
of Ci as a function of V are somewhat higher than
predictions for Al-1 .3 to 3.2wt%Mn alloys (1 3, 64)
though agreement is better for the higher velocities
(Figure 9). Measured growth temperatures in the range
0.1 lo2 mm/s are however in excellent agreement with
predictions (Figure 10). Some underestimation of Ci
by the predictions could be anticipated on the basis that
the extent of back diffusion of solute into the solid has
not yet been taken into account and this is known (65)
to have a significant effect on the final c" of the coarser
cellular and dendritic microstructures obtained under
normal (nonrapid) solidification conditions. Such
considerations of course do not affect measurements
of the dendrite or cell tip temperature made in situ
during the growth process.

Along with Ci or final C, at the core of the cell or
dendrite, the other key consideration concerning
microsegregation is the cell or dendrite arm spacing.
Cell spacings in rapidly-solidified silicon doped with
indium were in reasonable agreement (within a factor
of 2)with the fastest growing perturbation wavelength
predicted by morphological stability theory (66). ln a

Fig. B - Tip concentratìon as a functron of growth velocily V for Ag-1 5wt%Cu according to
measurements (62), represented by points, and predictions (63), represented by the
continuous line. From (63).
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different study, agreement between measured cell size
and instability wavelength was reported to be closest
when the effect of V on k (i.e. solute trapping) was
taken into account by the prediction (67). Cell spacings
at the limit of absolute stability in Ag-1 and 5wt%Cu
were reported to be within a factor of 2 oÎ the predicted
wavelength for the onset of instability (12), while cell
spacing as a function of growth velocity for Ag-
'l5wt%Cu (Figure 1 1) was approximately a factor of 3
below this predicted onset wavelength (62). Earlier,
good agreement was obtained between measured cell
spacings near Va as a f unction of V and Co for Al-Ag
alloys and the wavelength for onset of instability (68).
Measurements of cell spacing as a function of V and Co
in Al-Mn alloys (13) are generally less than those
predicted by the models of Hunt (69) and of Kurz and
Fisher (70)with the discrepancy increasing with
increase of V (Figure 12). The increase of measured
spacing obtained with increasing Co requires a
minimum in the oAl solidus-liquidus curves at some
higher value of Co to be consistent with predictions.

wt%[/n (64). (b)TlG weld traversing: O 1 ,3 t 2,1 | 3.2 | 4.8 wt%lVn (13). Points represenl

neasuremerts wl"ile lires are predictions.

Comparison with predicted tip radius R of measured
primary spacing À1 as a function of V over the range
0.01 to 2mlsîor cellularAl-8wt%Fe alloyobtained by
laser surface melt traversing, however, showed
encouraging agreement, the measurements of À1 being
typically of the order of 2R (71). Prediction of dendrite
secondary arm spacing as a function of solidification
conditions is still a the rudimentary stage. A recent
attempt (72]rfo compare predictions with the power
relationship with cooling rate observed for Al-
4.Swt%Cu gives reasonable agreement over the range
10-3 to 1O lls but the predicted value (0.25) of the
exponent is considerably less than the observed value
of 0.37 in this case.

5. Eutectic growth at high velocities

One of the features of chill modification of Al-Si alloys
referred to at the outset is that dendrites of oAl appear
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Fig. 10-GrowthundercoolingATasafunctionof velocityVforunextended{O1.3wt%Mn)
and extended (A 2,1wt%lVn) oAl solìd solutions in Al-lVn alloys. Poìnts represent
measurements while lines are predictions (64),
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Growth Velocity (cmls)

Fig. 1 1 - Cell spacing as a f unction of growth velocity for Ag-1 5wt%Cu alioy compared with
wavelength Àc at the onset 0f planar instabìlity and " diffusion distance " D,{/. From i62).

within the eutectic matrix of modified samples of
eutectic composition, which are fully eutectic in
structure when in the unmodified condition. The
implied shift to higher Si-contents of the composition of
eutectic growth as a result of chilling is representative
of a general phenomenon in eutectic alloy systems, ln
some cases, as for example in Al-Si, Fe-C, Al-Fe (Figure
3a) and Al-Mn (Figure 4b), fully eutectic growth can

Vot.7tll(198s)
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Fig, 1 2 - Cell spacing À1 as a functìon of growth velocity V and alloy concentration Co for Al
lVn alloys for cellular solid solutions obtained by Bridgman (UDS), tungsten inert gas weld
(TlG) and laser surface melt (LSIV) traversing. Points are measurements and lines are
predictions ---- ref. {69) (70). From (1 3).

proceed within a composition range which shifts to
higher concentration with increase of undercooling and
growth rate. For other cases such as Al-Cu, Sn-Pb and
Fe-Fe3C, this composition range of fully eutectic growth
is broadened (rather than shifted) to embrace
compositions on either side of the eutectic
composition, corresponding to the broadening which
occurs also at low growth rates and undercoolings. The
limiting conditions for coupled growth of a eutectic in
competition with other phases is that for which the
eutectic grows at the same temperature or velocity as
one of its constituent phases, another phase or another
eutectic. Assuming simple growth laws" for the
eutectic and the competing phase, the limiting
condition becomes (73) :

GNATueu:Tl-Tru:Y+3Yn-4Yttz (6)
V

where n is typically near to 0.5. This equation for a
given alloy composition and contending growth forms
can have 0, 1 or 2 solutions for V at given G depending
on the relative magnitudes of ATusu, D, B and A. When
there are two values V1. V2 (Vr < V2) which satisfy the
equation, the smaller one is determined essentially by
GDA/ and the larger one by Byn - 4ytrz. When A is
especially large, as is typical for example of

Footnote: * For the competing phaseTl-l: GDA/+ BV"
where T1 is its liquidus temperature, T is growth
temperature and B, n are constants while for the
eutecttc lru - | :AV '' where IEU rS eutectrc
temperature and A is a constant.



morphologically irregular eutectics, such as Al-Si and
Fe-C, there may be only one value of V (corresponding
to Vr ) which satisf ies the equation. This results in an
absence of fully eutectic growth at high V giving rise to
the shift of the composition range for fully eutectic
growth to hypereutectic compositions in systems such
as Fe-C (74), Al-Si (75), Al-Fe (Figure 3a) and Al-Mn
(Figure 4b). This contrasts with Fe-Fe3C (7a), Al-Cu (76),
Al-Ni (77), Al-Co (77) and Sn-Pb (78)where A is
relatively not so large due to the generally more regular
growth modes exhibited by these eutectics.

Experimentally determined limits of coupled eutectic
growth as a f unction of alloy composition, such as Al-
Mn (Figure 4b), can be employed in conjunction with
other data including measurements of A and/or B to
predict the limits of eutectic growth outside the range
of measurement (79). Predicted (80) values of A can be
used with reasonable confidence when the eutectic is
morphologically regular indicating growth at or near the
extremum (maximum velocity or minimum
undercooling in the predicted relationships between
velocity or undercooling with eutectic interlamellar
spacing À). Reliable measuremenrs are always to be
preferred, however, especially for morphologically
irregular eutectics which grow over a range of A several
times that of the extremum value, giving A significantly
larger than for the extremum. An interesting feature of
the oAl-Al6Mn eutectic that grows in competition with
cellular or dendrìtic qAl extended solid solution in Al-Mn
alloys at high growth velocity is that the eutectic oAl
appears to be extended in Mn content to the same
level as the competing cellular/dendritic oAl (64). Thus,
the fully eutectic structure that grows at 1 mm/s and
3.2wt%Mn contains 3.3 volume percent Al6Mn in oAl
containing 2.1wt%Mn in extended solid solution

Fig. 1 3 - (a) Growth undercool ng AT and (b) interphase spacing À as a function of V1/2 for îhe
" exlended " oAl-Al6lV1n eutect c containing 3.2w1%Mn. From (64).

compared with the 6.2 volume percent that would arise
at low velocity with the maximum equilibrium solid
solubility of 1 .4wt%Mn in the oAl phase.

Measurements of eutectic interlamellar spacing À and
growth undercooling AT as a f unction of growth
velocity V for this " extended " Al3.2wIokM n eutectic
appear to conform to the established parametric
relationships AT/V V: A and À V V: A' (Figure 13), for
the limited range 0.1 <V< 1 mm/s investigated and the
measured A and A' are within factors of 3 and 2 of their
predicted values assuming growth at the extremum.
Measurements of À as a function of V are available, in
contrast, over 6 orders of magnitude in V for the Al-
Al2Cu eutectic and show no significant deviation from
thé single relationship L /TJO.+ prf/21s1/2 over the
entire range of À and V (81 , 82) (Figure 14). Cline (83)
and then Boettinger et al (1 2, 35) pointed out that the
temperature dependence of solute diffusivity D in the
supercooled melt would lead to a maximum V for
eutectic growth above which the two solid phases
could no longer form. More recently, Trivedi et al (84)
have argued that values of partition coefficients close
to 1 can also give rise to a maximum velocity for
eutectic growth by limiting the undercooling that is
attainable under the local equilibrium conditions that
are expected to be applicable. The limit predicted by
this model for the Al-Al2Cu lamellar eutectic is in
excellent agreement with observations (82) f rom
microstructures obtained by laser surface melt
traversing (Figure 15). ln this instance, banding was
observed at velocities above the predicted maximum of
0.5 m/s (À,-6 nm), a phenomenon observed earlierfor
the Ag-Cu system (12) which eventually (at 0.5 m/s for
Ag-Cu) gave way to formation of microsegregation-f ree
single-phase oAg extended solid solution. A further
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possibility, shown to occur in the pd-Cu-Si system
(Figure 3b) is that coupled eutectic growth is
supplanted by glass formation (1 t ), in this case at the
relatively low velocity of 2.5 mm/s.

6. Summing-up

Notable progfgss has been made of late in successfully
applying solidification theory to predict the conditions
for microstructural transitions to result f rom rapid
solidification and to account for a number of
measu rable characteristics of the microstructures
resulting from such transitions. These advances have
resulted from application of both older and newer
theory to mostly newer experimental data obtained
under conditions in which local solidification front
velocity as high as several m/s was known and well-
controlled. Further progress will depend as much as on -
the judicious extension of the limited amount of
definitive experimental data presently available as on
further development of applicable theory.
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Nomenclature

eutectic constant in TEL1 - T : A\/trz
eutectic constant in À:A'i{ V
dendrite constant in T1- T: GDA/ + BVn
interatomic jump distance f rom liquid to solid
alloy composition
tip concentration in solid phase
diff usivity of solute in melt
f raction seg regation-f ree
temperature gradient
solute partltion coeff icient
equilibrium solute partition coefficient
liquidus slope
velocity exponent in dendrite eqn. T1- T: GD/
V+ BVN
tip radius
entropy of fusion
growth temperature
eutectic temperature
liquidus temperature
melting temperature of partitionless solid
tip temperature
undercooling Tr - T or TEU - T
alloy freezing range mC. (1 - k)/k
temperature ìnterval Tr - TEu (T1for competing
phase)
solidif ication f ront velocity
velocity for absolute stability AToD/kl-
velocity for conditional stability GD/AT.
maximum velocity for cellular or dendritic
growth
observed minimum velocity for segregation-f ree
solidif ication
velocity D/ao characteristic of solute trapping
Gibbs-Thompson parameter o/AS
eutectic interphase spacing
primary dendrite or cell spacing
solid-liquid interfacial f ree energy

r
À
À1

o
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